Whim So Doodle
November 2013 Class Calendar
Sunday

Mon

Tuesday

Wed.

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
1

2

“Little Golden Christmas”
Album
Debby Schuh
6‐9pm
$60

“A Good Year”
Planner/Organizer Album
Debby Schuh
10am‐1pm
$70
“Celebrate Every Day”
Journal
Debby Schuh
2:30‐5:30pm
$60
November Mixed Media
Canvas with Mou
Noon‐2pm
$25
December Mixed Media
Canvas with Mou
2‐4pm
$25

3

4

5
WHIMterest
6‐7:30

6

Stitch 1
Essential Tools
6‐8pm
$25

10

11

12
tag o logy
6‐7:30pm
$10

PRIVATE CROP
Store Open
Noon‐4pm

13

Stitch 2
Christmas Planner
Kelly Boyden
Noon‐3pm
$50
17

(prerequisite Stitch 1)

Curved & Straight Stitches
6‐8pm
$25
18

19
WHIMterest
6‐7:30

20

Stitch 3
Buttonholes
(prerequisite Stitch 1)

Curved & Straight Stitches
6‐8pm
$25

24

25

“Fall Colors” Greeting Cards
Pat Johnson
6‐8pm
$15
26
“Whimsical Greetings”
6‐8pm
$15
WHIMterest ‐ 6‐7:30

7
“Illuminating
Landscapes” w/Copic
Markers
Thomas Atkinson
5‐8pm
$35
Basic Grey POM
Layout class
6‐8 pm
$20
Pajama Bottoms
{Class 1of2}
Sewing Class
6‐8pm
$55
14
“Artful Alphabets Tag
Book & Letter
Sampler”
Joanne Sharpe
6‐9pm
$50

21
Recipe Club
6‐8 pm
$5
Pajama Bottoms
{Class 2of2}
Sewing Class
6‐8pm
$55

8
“Falling Leaves” Pillow
Sewing Class
4‐6pm
$45
Silver Tray Album
Kay Mitchell
6‐9pm
$50

9
Jewelry Making 101
Kay Mitchell
10am‐2pm
$60
(30‐minute lunch break –
brown bag or we can
order from local
restaurant)

Friday Night Crop/Project
Life {Crop /Class}
Hostess: Jo
5‐11pm
$10
15
Doodle Lettering Word
Collage
Joanne Sharpe
6‐9pm
$50

22

16
Stencil Paint & Stitch
Joanne Sharpe
9am‐1pm
$60
“Love it All” Everyday
Sketch Books
Joanne Sharpe
2‐6pm
$60
23
“Dreamy Eyed” Girls
Copic Class w/Diana
10am‐1pm ‐ $25

Lynnette’s Weekend “Whimsy Gals” Crop
Friday Night – 5-11pm
Saturday - 10am-10pm
$30* for entire weekend
*Must sign up for entire weekend.

27

28
HAPPY
THANKSGIVING

29
“Black Friday” Sale

30
“And to All A Good
Night” Configurations
Box
10am‐1pm
$40
Christmas Worn Cover
Memory Book
1:30‐4:30pm
$35

“Little Golden Christmas” Album

Teacher: Debby Schuh

Cost: $60

The Little Golden book, "The Night Before Christmas" as the foundation of our project. We'll take the book apart and then refashion it with Christmas papers from five different companies, making interactive pages with foldouts and pockets and page protectors and a variety of embellishments to fill our books with nostalgic whimsy! Student supply list: Please bring the following items to class... 12" paper trimmer, pencil, ruler, scoring tool,
scissors, strong tape adhesive, regular tape runner adhesive, Crop a Dile, Distress Ink (I use Vintage Photo Distress Ink), ink blending tool, non-stick craft mat, sanding tool, stapler or Tiny Attacher, Glossy Accents or glue
dots.

“A Good Year” Planner/Organizer Album

Teacher: Debby Schuh

Cost: $70

The new year is the perfect time to get organized: to have a central place where all your information can be stored and to keep track of your busy schedule. The sections of your book are customizable - you can include
your calendar, birthdays, household information, addresses, Christmas card list ... whatever you would like to use it for! Student supply list: Please bring the following items to class... 12" paper trimmer, pencil, ruler, scoring
tool, scissors, strong tape adhesive, regular tape runner adhesive, Crop a Dile, Distress Ink (I use Vintage Photo Distress Ink), ink blending tool, non-stick craft mat, sanding tool, stapler or Tiny Attacher, Glossy Accents or
glue dots, scallop scissors. Optional: Instead of the Crop a Dile - 1/4" WeR MemoryKeepers Power Punch and 1/16" Power Punch, standard adjustable 3 hole punch.

“Celebrate Every Day” Journal

Teacher: Debby Schuh

Cost: $60

In Debby's newest class, we will be creating a very special little book - doing what she loves best: combining clever techniques and unexpected materials with an inspirational
subject to make a sweet journal that is full of techniques for your scrapbooking, bookmaking, and other paper-crafting projects. In class we'll make the 9" x 6" book from scratch using an everyday dry erase board and filling
it with charming pastel papers and embellishments. Student supply list: Please bring the following items to class... 12" paper trimmer, pencil, ruler, scoring tool, scissors, tape runner adhesive, Crop a Dile, foam
squares, Glossy Accents or glue dots, scallop scissors, stapler or Tiny Attacher. Optional: 1/4" WeR MemoryKeepers Power Punch or Tim Holtz Ideology 2 hole punch.

November Mixed Media Canvas with Mou

Teacher: Mou Saha

Cost: $25

This is the eleventh in a series of 12 mixed media canvases. In this class, we will work on an 8"x 10" canvas fit for the month of October. You'll learn various techniques using mediums, paints, inks, and more. I'll bring the
canvas, India inks, some acrylic paints, gelatos, brush markers, sticker/paper/tissue/fabric, tape, stamps, stencil, etc. You bring the supplies listed and we'll have fun. Students bring: Gesso, Mod Podge (Matte), Acrylic
paints, Paint brush (one flat, one fine), Ultrafine black permanent sharpie (bring two as they sometimes tend to clog up)-If you have other permanent fine tip markers, you can use those as well, Heat gun (if you own one,
please bring it, so you don't have to wait your turn), Straight edge scissors Archival/StazOn Jet Black Ink pad, Baby wipes (wet) & paper towels (dry)

December Mixed Media Canvas with Mou

Teacher: Mou Saha

Cost: $25

This is the twelfth in a series of 12 mixed media canvases. In this class, we will work on an 8"x 10" canvas fit for the month of October. You'll learn various techniques using mediums, paints, inks, and more. I'll bring the
canvas, India inks, some acrylic paints, gelatos, brush markers, sticker/paper/tissue/fabric, tape, stamps, stencil, etc. You bring the supplies listed and we'll have fun. Students bring: Gesso, Mod Podge (Matte), Acrylic
paints, Paint brush (one flat, one fine), Ultrafine black permanent sharpie (bring two as they sometimes tend to clog up)-If you have other permanent fine tip markers, you can use those as well, Heat gun (if you own one,
please bring it, so you don't have to wait your turn), Straight edge scissors Archival/StazOn Jet Black Ink pad, Baby wipes (wet) & paper towels (dry)

Stitch 1 “Essential Tools”

Teacher: Pat Peak

Cost $25

Learn sewing machine basics, essential tools and create a stitch sampler. All Supplies included.

“Illuminating Landscapes” Coloring with Copic Markers

Teacher: Thomas Atkinson

Cost: $35

Come together and share memories and create your own artwork with Copic Markers. Learn tone, shading, color matching by following step by step demonstrations. Learn to convert your own photos to line based images
which you can then color. Prior to class, please email your selected photo to Tatkins1@kent.edu. If you don’t send image, you will have to utilize one from Thomas’ library. Some markers are provided, but students are
encouraged to bring their own Copic marker collection.

Basic Gray Page of the Month
Pajama Bottom Class

Teacher:
Rotating
Teacher: Karrie Klement

Cost: $20
Cost: $55

In this 2 part class you will sew a fabulous pair of pajama bottoms with a drawstring. You will be required to have taken Stitch 1or have sewing machine experience. You will be sewing these in only two classes. The fee
includes your fabric. (you will need to pick out your fabric ahead of class, cotton quilting fabric) Supplies needed: Thread, Fabric Scissors, Paper Scissors, pins

“Falling Leaves” Pillow

Teacher: Karrie Klement

Cost: $45

I don't know about you, but I love FALL....and I miss seeing the change of seasons! So, come and sew this Fall pillow to adore your home! It's made from scraps and Home decor fabric. You will need to have taken Stitch
1, or have sewing machine experience. Cost includes fabric and pillow. You are making an envelope style sleeve. Supplies to bring: Neutral color all -purpose thread, Fabric scissors, pins.

Silver Tray Album

Teacher: Kay B. Mitchell

Cost:$50

Create a beautiful and festive Christmas album for your coffee table, foyer, children or grandchildren using Teresa Collins new Santa’s List collection. Learn Kay’s tips and tricks for getting the most out of your doublesided papers making this mini album. Your class kit will include the silver tray, Santa papers, glitter strips, solid cardstock, chipboard, embellishments, embossed spine, tag ties and ribbon. Students need to bring a 12”
paper trimmer, scoring board, scissors, ½” hand held hole punch, wet and dry adhesives (whatever works for you), corner rounder, deckle or scallop decorative edge scissors, foam tape, pop dots or foam squares, glossy
accents and red and bright gold Stickles. I recommend that you “ink” the project in class before assembly, to do so you will also need a craft mat, ink applicator, pads and Tim Holtz Distress Inks – I used Fired Brick, Mowed
Lawn and Brushed Corduroy but any holiday colors will do.

Friday Night Crop &“How To” Project Life Class {Crop}
Teacher: Jo Rishel
Cost: $10
Jewelry Making 101
Teacher: Kay B. Mitchell
Cost: $60
This basic jewelry making class will teach you the quick tips and tricks in making beautiful adornments, just in time for holiday gift giving! Using Tim Holtz chains & findings, we will make two necklaces
and one bracelet with lots of trinkets and charms. Your class kit will include all the chains, findings, charms and attachments pictured, closures and instructions. Students need to bring glossy accents, a
light color hand towel, and a special three piece jewelry tool set from Whim So Doodle. Please feel free to bring additional personal items you would like to add, as each can be individualized.
Christmas Planner
Teacher: Kelly Boyden
Cost: $50
The Holidays are almost here! Start your Christmas planning and then document your Holidays with the versatile Capture Binder System from Basic Grey. We will be using the Brand New Christmas collection Santa's List
by Teresa Collins as well as a variety of papers and textures to complement her simple and beautiful color scheme. We will also cover several techniques to help you customize a wonderful Christmas Keepsake. Supplies
to Bring: Paper Trimmer, Precision Scissors, ¼" Corner Rounder, 1 ½" Circle Punch, Scoring tool, Bone Folder, Pencil and Eraser, Ruler, Adhesive: Score-Tape or tape runner, and scrappy glue, White and Black
Journaling Pens, Apron (Optional) - as we will be stamping, painting and using spray mists

tag.o.logy
Stitch 2 (prerequisite: Stitch 1)

Teacher: Jill Orobello
Teacher: Pat Peak

Cost: $10
Cost $25

Learn curved and straight stitches, pattern cutting and make an adorable craft apron. All supplies included.

Artful Alphabets Tag Book & Letter Sampler

Teacher: Joanne Sharpe

Cost: $50

It’s alphabet soup on paper! Learn 26 different hand lettering styles using pens, markers, paint and paper creating a tag book. Create stylized letters based in art and design principles to inspire your own alphabets. Draw,
doodle, color and to create a hand drawn alphabet sampler book. STUDENT SUPPLY LIST: Bring your favorite lettering markers, assorted tips waterproof black pens, alcohol markers like Copic, Prismacolor, Microns, etc.,
pencil, eraser, small watercolor (pans) set, Niji medium waterbrush, glue stick, scissors.

Doodle Lettering Word Collage

Teacher: Joanne Sharpe

Cost: $50

Transform your hand drawn alphabet letters into whimsical illustrations of your favorite words and quotes, learning pattern, design and composition. Experiment with elaborate, creative letter forms and doodle patterned
drawings with pens and watercolor Take home a fabulous, colorful hand lettered, hand painted art illustration suitable for printing and framing. Supply list: Please bring your basic kit including non-stick craft sheet, plus
Permanent black pens (Micron, Pitt, Zig) fine and medium tips, Watercolor set (Koi or Peerless), Niji waterbrush, Assorted colors Tombow markers, Medium size (6"x8" approx.) Strathmore Visual Journal Watercolor 90lb,
three of your favorite inspirational quotes
Stencil Paint & Stitch
Teacher: Joanne Sharpe
Cost: $60
Try
your hand at this relaxing, gratifying, hypnotic art of hand stitching that is all the rage in the art world! Just in time for holiday gift giving and decor, create colorful stitched mixed media artworks on fabric to make dimesional
ornaments, a treasure pouch and journal cover. Learn how to assemble assorted fibers and painted fabric into a functional object, then embellish with funky hand stitching designs and colorful fabric scraps and trim. A
version of Joanne's project is seen in Cloth Paper Scissors magazine January 2013 issue. Patti will provide the muslin, chenille needles, and batting for your project. Supply list: Please bring your basic kit including nonstick craft sheet, plus "Silk" paints and color washes (if you own them), Bring paintbrushes for acrylic paint- #8 and #10 round and a 1" flat brush, One skein of ecru embroidery floss, Heat gun, Small baggie of scrap fibers
like lace, trim, fabric, thick yarns, etc.

“Love it All” Every Day Sketch Books

Teacher: Joanne Sharpe

Cost: $60

No drawing experience needed, really! Create an artistic record of the cherished moments of every day. Learn Joanne’s secrets and quick tricks for capturing the essence of objects and settings using just 5 simple supplies.
You’ll see your world with new eyes and find joy in reflecting on the art of your life. Are you longing to sketch and draw in a beautiful art journal? Come enjoy simple sketching line art and water coloring techniques to artfully
document your daily life, vacations, trips and travels into cherished art journal. While drawing, you’ll learn perspective, creative page design, color placement, journaling and lettering styles. Supply list: “Handbook” brand
journal – square shape 6”x6” approximate size, black, fine tip permanent pens, pencil, eraser, watercolor set, Niji waterbrush.

Stitch 3 (prerequisite: Stitch 1)

Teacher: Pat Peak

Cost $25

Teacher: Pat Johnson

Cost: $15

Learn buttonholes. All supplies included.

“Fall Colors” Greeting Cards

Fall colors- Create the feel of fall while learning new coloring techniques using acetate kiss technique, ultra thick embossing and color transferring. You will create three fall inspired cards perfect for not only thanksgiving
but for everyday giving. Basic class kit needed including adhesives and a heat gun (if you have one)

Recipe Club

Teacher: Lynnette DeBolt

Cost: $5

At the meeting you will get a pre-cut kit to create a 6x6" scrapbook page designed around that months spotlight recipe and get to taste a sample of the recipe.

“Dreamy Eyed Girls”

Teacher: Diana Rast

Cost: $25

In this class you will learn how to draw a Dreamy Eyed Girl. We are going to focus on HOW to draw the face. You will need: Copic Markers: E00, E21, E33, YR00, R20, and R32 for the face, Hair and Eyes Color you select.
Make sure you have a blending family of at least two colors, Copic .5 Multi liner, Circle Template 1 Small and 1 Large, HB pencil (mechanical works as well), Soft white eraser, Scissors, White and stardust Gel Pens,
Optional: Embellishments of any kind. Sharpie Paint water-based paint pens White and Black.

Whimsical Greetings

Teacher: Lynnette DeBolt

Cost: $15

A monthly card class where you will learn a new card making technique or two. Please bring basic tool kit including your favorite adhesives.

“And to all a Good Night”

Teacher: Donna Gibson

Cost:$40

We’ll create a charming scene using an Idea-ology Configurations box and Tim’s new Crescent Moon/ Stars die and the Townscape On-the-Edge die. I’ll show you how to make a foam stamp with the die and you’ll use that
stamp to create the backdrop for the box. There will be some embossing, gesso, Distress ink and lots of Distress Glitter involved!
Christmas Worn Cover Memory Book
Teacher: Donna Gibson
Cost: $35
We’ll start with the new Idea-ology Christmas Worn Cover book and add folded pages, stamped images, die-cuts and the new Idea-ology Page Pockets to create a place for you to keep your favorite holiday photos,
journaled memories or favorite holiday-themed tags/cards that you’ve created.

